Some features of an exact solution describing the gravitational field produced by a point particle in the background of the static Einstein universe are presented. The maximal analytic extension and quantum
The standard Schwarzschild solution is described in flat background. Because a black hole is a cosmological object it is worthwhile to examine the effect of the cosmological background on the black hole properties.
A model taking into account the deviation from flatness at a large scale was proposed a long time ago by Einstein and Strauss [1] . They assumed that inside a cosmological fluid with zero pressure a spherical vacuum region is cut out and a Schwarzschild mass (a black hole for example) is placed in it.
One way to deal with the embedding of massive objects in an Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe is to solve Einstein's field equations exactly or approximately, in such a way that the resulting solution can be interpreted as an embedding of some massive object in the considered background. In 1933, McVittie found solutions of Einstein's field equations for a perfect fluid energytensor, representing a Schwarschild field embedded in the FRW spacetime [2] .
A different approach has been considered by Vaidya, who proposed a different perfect fluid solution, interpreted as the Kerr metric in the cosmological background of the Einstein space [3, 4] .
In the particular case of a zero angular momentum, the metric proposed by Vaidya reduces to the form: 
This metric is one of the limiting solutions of the Wahlquist metric [5] . When m is equal to zero, the metric (1) reduces to the metric of Einstein universe; for R 0 →∞ it becomes the line element of the Schwarzschild spacetime. Thus it is natural to consider m and R 0 as representing the mass of the Schwarzschild source and the radius of the universe, respectively. 
The gravitational field of a point particle in the background of the static Einstein universe is also studied in [6] with very similar conclusions.
As is well known, the Einstein universe solution is unstable. Since in the Vaidya solution, the energy density and pressure are treated as dynamically variables, (contrastingly to [6] ), the presence of a singularity at the position of a point particle is to be expected.
In Schwarzschild coordinates the line-element (1) 
where r R r R = 0 0 sin . (7) A metric on the form (2) has singularities where e 2A vanishes or becomes infinite. However, some of these singularities can be pseudosingularities, caused by an inappropriate coordinate system. Following the usual techniques of analytic extension across pseudosingularities [7] , we obtain the Kruskal-like form of the metric (1): 
which is related to the original form by The situation with the antipodal singularity at r=πR 0 is rather different. Since there is no horizon, this is a naked singularity. In fact this singularity appears to be repulsive: no timelike geodesic hits them, though radial null geodesics can. Then we can interpret the metric (2) as describing a black hole with an antipodal naked singularity in the cosmological background of Einstein universe.
The presence of a naked singularity makes difficult the formulation of a quantum field theory on the background of metric (1). However, the standard arguments of the Euclidean approach for 
On the section on which z, ξ are real, r will be real and great or equal to r H (the singularity at r=πR 0 is still present). Define the imaginary time τ by τ=−it. It follows from Eq. (10) 
This is the same result that can be obtained by direct calculation of the surface gravity κ (T H =κ/2π.).
The Hawking temperature of the system appears to be increased relative to that of a Schwarzschild black hole of equal horizon area. 
We can consider this solution as a "dirty" black hole [8] since the interaction with a classical matter field is present; however, since the metric (1) is not asymptotically flat, the general formalism for analysing the thermodynamic properties of a dirty black hole cannot be applied [8, 9] .
Accordingly to Gibbons and Hawking [11] , thermodynamic functions including the entropy can be computed directly from the saddle point approximation to the gravitational partition function (namely the generating functional analytically continued to the Euclidean spacetime). The gravitational part of the action is 
showing the strong correlation between the particle and the universe.
A further extension of this paper could be the inclusion of a nonzero angular momentum and considering the immersion in an FRW universe along the line suggested in [3] .
Figure 1
Penrose diagram for the maximally extended Vaidya metric (1) showing the two singularities.
